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William Thomas Sherman
1604 NW 70th
Seattle, WA  98117
206-784-1132
gunjones1@earthlink.net
http://www.angelfire.com/d20/htfh

August 13, 2004
Dear [***],

I am a Seattle resident and a victim of extremely vicious crime and violence now for the past 12 years yet am still seeking someone to help me. 

Quite simply the trouble is first getting someone to listen to my story, which admittedly is a very strange one, to say the least. As well, those responsible for causing me trouble are in a position to prevent my message being heard, and if I am heard risk finding themselves publicly implicated in what are truly some of the sickest crimes imaginable, and therefore are and have shown themselves, many times, to be zealous, indeed fanatical, in their effort to censor me. 

I’ve come then to your office personally to submit this account of my ordeal.

170.00 was spent to print out twenty copies of this Narrative, and this by a person living on minimum/plus level disability. Now (pardon my bluntness) did I waste my money printing this for you? I of course can’t say or know. Please then, if you otherwise think to casually discard or brush what I am presenting here aside, give it a fair look first. For one thing, the implications of what I have to say and am claiming – that is scientifically, legally, medically -- are beyond extraordinary and phenomenal, and I do assure you that while it might not seem at first worthwhile to take me seriously, if you actually take the trouble to read what I have written you will find what I have to say invaluable, in fact priceless. With this in mind, know also this Narrative was written very much with a mind to sustaining what I say with evidence. This is, if you investigate, you will find the facts fully back up most if not entirely all of what I state or claim.

 I am an author and have written six books. I am including here also, along with my Narrative, a copy of these books on CD. Part of the reason I am doing this to provide you with a fuller picture of myself, all the more desirable as, as I said, my story is granted a strange one. The six books the CD contains (to give you some idea in advance) are:

Christ and Truth 
Peithology: The Nature and Origin of Belief 
A New Treatise on Hell 
Calendar and Record of the Revolutionary War in the South 
Mabel Normand Source Book
In addition to these is PC file copy of my Narrative, which I would like to get out to as many people as will read it, which, given its dire seriousness, I hope is just about everyone. All these writings can be printed out, and copies made for free, as long they aren’t sold for monetary profit. If for some reason the disk doesn’t work, let me know and I’ll replace it.

Thank you for your attention to this.

Sincerely, 



William Thomas Sherman

